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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Once a center for the fishing, pearling and sea trade occupied by some 800 tribesmen, 
Dubai is now a city that boasts unmatchable hotels, remarkable architecture and world-
class entertainment and sporting events. 

Dubai’s  formula  for  development  was  becoming  evident  to  everyone,  visionary 
leadership, high-quality infrastructure, and expatriate-friendly environment, zero tax on 
personal and corporate income and low import duties. The result was that Dubai Quickly 
became a business and tourism hub for the gulf region. 

Development is advancing at unsurpassed speed in Dubai, with brands and companies 
vying  for  attention.  Regulatory  boards  are  forming,  customer  associations  are  being 
created and the market as a whole is maturing. Customers have higher expectations and 
more to choose from and they require more attention than ever before. 

As  competition  intensifies  and  as  the  market  overloads  with  competitive  messages, 
promises and overpromises, operating in Dubai became more challenging and the right 
formula for success turn out to be more and more critical.  

With  a  keen  attention  to  detail,  impressive  track  record  and  more  than  20  years  of 
experience,  Union  Properties  became  one  of  the  leading  property  development  and 
investment companies in Dubai.

The objective of this paper is to develop a strategic marketing plan that would help UP    
better its performance, optimize its potential in a growing market and tap new markets in 
the region or beyond and better understand the needs of its customers which would take 
UP to new heights.
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BACKGROUND INFORMATION

Poised to become over the next ten years the newest global economic hub, Dubai is one 
of the biggest and most exciting emerging markets in the world today. 

During the last 5 years, Dubai has experienced the biggest property rush seen in recent 
years which is compared to the real estate boom in the turn of the century in New York. 
According to statistics available, about 125,000 tower cranes are operating worldwide. 
Industry experts cautiously estimate that 15 to 25 per cent of the world’s cranes are in 
Dubai.1 

With the vision to create a modern metropolis unrivalled in its luxury, that is both Florida 
and Singapore of the Middle East, only bigger and better, Dubai itself is a project that is 
still  far  from completion.2 The  scale  of  planned  and  ongoing development  is  almost 
inconceivable. Most countries in the world struggle with one mega-project, but in Dubai, 
there are currently more than 26 such projects in various stages of completion. From the 
biggest leisure development in the world to the tallest tower and largest shopping centre, 
the list goes on and on. 

Union Properties (UP), a public joint stock company (PJSC), was established in 1987 and 
grew to become one of Dubai’s leading property investment developers with over 24 
signature developments in its portfolio.    

1 Gulf News, May 13, 2007
2 Where to buy property abroad by David Cox and Ray Withers
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INTRODUCTION TO THE ORGANISATION

Union  Properties  PJSC  (UP),  is  one  of  the  United  Arab  Emirates’ leading  property 
investment developers, started as Union Property Private Limited in 1987 and floated as a 
public  limited  company  in  1993.  Celebrating  over  20  years  of  growth,  UP has  an 
outstanding reputation for  professionalism and integrity  throughout  the  UAE, serving 
public institutions, multinational corporations, the business community and the private 
sector. Today, UP boasts an annual turnover of more than USD 788 million and projects 
under construction worth more than USD 5 billion. 

Astute investment in variety of diverse resources helped UP refine its products offering to 
deliver  superior  and  comprehensive  range  of  property  services  across  the  property 
development,  investment  and management  value  chain.  UP business  currently  covers 
property investment and development, property management, interior design and fitout, 
project  management,  facilities  management,  electro-mechanical  contracting,  serviced 
offices, hospitality, leisure, motor racing, etc…
The fully integrated business model and offerings  are  delivered through a number of 
subsidiaries and associates, nevertheless, the property investment and development, the 
focus and scope of my research, remains UP’s back bone and core offering.

Mission
We stand by our principles, values and passion to ensure that every facet of our business 
is  profitable  and  pays  great  attention  to  detail  resulting  in  the  highest  brand quality 
experiences by shareholders, employees and clients alike, whether it is in working, living 
or leisure environments.3

Vision
Lead  the  regional  and  international  property  development  and  investment  industry 
through  a  portfolio  of  excellence  that  will  generate  global  recognition  for  quality, 
commitment, diversification and attention to detail.4 

Services, Subsidiaries and Associates5

- Property Investment and Development
- Property Management
- Theme Parks by F1-X
- Project Management by Edara
- Motor Racing by SPEEDCAR
- Instant Offices by Regus
- Interior Design & Fitout by The FITOUT
- Facilities Management by ServeU
- Executive Apartments by Marriott
- Electro-mechanical Contracting by Thermo
- Duct Trading & Manufacturing by GMAMCO

3 Company’s intranet
4 Company’s intranet
5 Company’s website: www.up.ae
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- District Cooling by EMICOOL
- Courtyard by Marriott
- Business of Racing by Dubai Autodrome

The Property Investment and Development (PID) division of UP is the main and core 
service offered by the company and responsible for 96% of the total income generated by 
the group. 

Main Products offered by PID
- Residential property i.e. villas and apartments
- Commercial property i.e. offices
- Retail property i.e. retail shops, showrooms, etc.
- Leisure property i.e. hotels, serviced apartments, theme parks, motor sports facilities

Main Target Markets of PID
- Investors
- End users i.e. families, individuals, etc.
- Businesses looking for a commercial/retail space

Business Model
UP’s business model is fully integrated across all segments as it appears in Figure 1.1
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MARKETING STRATEGY AND OBJECTIVES

Marketing Strategy

Definition
According to the Chartered Institute of Marketing (CIM), marketing strategy is the set of 
objectives which an organization allocates to its marketing function in order support the 
overall  corporate  strategy  together  with  the  broad  methods  chosen  to  achieve  these 
objectives.6

Importance of Marketing Strategy
The best products don’t always win in the marketplace. For example Apple’s operating 
system is widely regarded as easier to use and more stable and reliable than that of the  
market leader, Microsoft. 
Marketing strategies can be the difference in the success of roughly equal products and 
services. It is a powerful process that gives an organization a competitive advantage in 
the marketplace. It is most effective when it is in line with the organizational strategy.

The  marketing  strategy  should  define  how the  organization  will  successfully  engage 
customers, prospects and competitors in the market arena.7 

UP Marketing Objectives 2007-2008 
- Develop and introduce new products/developments.
- Increase share of voice and share of mind in the market place.
- Increase revenue.

UP Marketing Strategy 2007-2008
Strategies  are  summarized  in  terms  of  Michael  Porter’s  generic  strategies  into  the 
following8:
Low cost: Targeting many segments across a broad market by selling at low prices.
Broad differentiation: Targeting many segments across a broad market by making your 
products different to suit each segment.
Best-cost: Targeting either through differentiated or undifferentiated products, aiming to 
provide the best price in all segments.
Focused low cost: Selling to a narrow segment or range of narrow segments, providing 
the lowest cost in these segments.

6 Adapted from the Chartered Institute of Marketing website, http://www.cim.co.uk/
7 Adapted from Wikipedia website, http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Marketing_strategy
8 “Competitive Advantage” by Porter, Michael E., 1985, Ch. 1
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Focused differentiation: Selling either to a specific customer group or meeting specific 
needs, with differentiated products.

UP’s generic strategy for 2007-2008 is to go out to the market place with a differentiated 
products targeted to suit each target market i.e. Broad differentiation.

Detailed Marketing Strategy 2007-2008
- Increase brand awareness (corporate and product levels)
- Support the sales function 
- Support the release of new developments
- Establish a centre for marketing intelligence
- Build on the excellent reputation and credibility as a trusted developer
- Sustain the competitive advantage UP has achieved over 20 years of market knowledge, 
  unsurpassed quality of product, attention to detail and strong brand names.

Marketing Tactics

Definition
A tactic is an operational means by which a strategy is to be implemented or activated. A 
tactic typically is a more specific, detailed course of action than is a strategy.9 Tactics 
generally cover shorter time periods than strategy.

Marketing Mix

Definition
The  four  P  framework  calls  upon  marketers  to  decide  on  the  product  and  its 
characteristics, set the price, decide how to distribute their product, and choose methods 
for promoting their product.10 

9 “Fundamentals of Marketing” by William J. Stanton, Michael J. Etzel, Bruce J. Walker, 1991, Ch. 1
10 “Kotler on Marketing” by Philip Kotler, 1999, Ch. 6
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UP Marketing Mix/Tactics
Table 2.1

Marketing Mix Tactics

Product
- Launching new products in existing market
- Launching existing products in new market
- Launching new brand (3* brand)

Price
- Price equal / slightly lower than the ongoing 

market rate
- Stretched and flexible payment terms

Place
- Buying land in strategic locations for future 

development
- Work closely with real estate agents to push 

for the sale of available stock

Promotion
- Use various tools of marcom
- Use for the first time TV advertising to reach 

the mass
- Increase the weight of PR in the marcom mix
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MICRO ENVIRONMENT ANALYSIS

Definition
The marketing environment is made up of a microenvironment and a macroenvironment. 
The microenvironment consists of the forces close to the company that affect its ability to 
serve the customers.11

The economic structure of an industry is not an accident. Its complexities are the result of  
long-term  social  trends  and  economic  forces.  But  its  effects  on  the  company  are 
immediate  because  it  determines  the  competitive  rules  and  strategies  that  should  be 
adopted by the company. 

Michael Porter has identified five forces that are widely used to assess the structure of 
any industry. Porter’s five forces are the12:
. Bargaining power of suppliers
. Bargaining power of buyers
. Threat of new entrants
. Threat of substitutes
. Rivalry among competitors

Figure 3.1
Michael Porter’s Five Forces Model

                    

11 “Marketing, an introduction” by Gary Armstrong and Philip Kotler, 1993, Ch. 3
12 Adapted from Purdue University website, http://www.purdue.edu
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Detailed Industry Analysis

Bargaining power of suppliers 
This represents the ability of the suppliers to influence the company’s business, strategies 
and operations. UP deals with a large number of suppliers but mainly are:

Consultants: Mainly architects which are available in Dubai or can be outsourced 
         from Europe, USA or the Far East. IMPACT: Low

Non-Construction Contractors i.e. MEP, Fitout, Facilities, District cooling, etc.: UP fully 
         owns several contracting companies. IMPACT: Low

Construction Contractors: Due to the high demand for quality contractors in the booming 
         market of Dubai, the building contractors are increasingly gaining more 
         power to accept and reject projects. On another note, during the past 20  
         years of operations and because of the reputation UP has in the marketplace, 
         it has managed to build a strong relationship with local and international 
         contractors and is in an advantageous position compared to other developers 
         when it comes to controlling and negotiating contract prices.            
         IMPACT: Moderate to High

Project Management: UP fully owns edara, a specialized project management company:  
                     IMPACT: Low
Employees:  The scarcity of experienced and specialized white collar workforce is giving 
                     the later more power to bargain for higher salaries hence putting a strain on 
            the company’s over-heads. The high inflation rate in UAE and increasing 
                     living cost are making UAE a less desirable place to live therefore making it 
                     difficult for overseas recruitment. IMPACT: High       
Labours:       Labours are available in Dubai or can be recruited from the subcontinent.  

         The cost is relatively cheap and the workforce is unionized. IMPACT: Low 
Support Services: Such as communication agencies, procurement, etc… The support  
                     services suppliers are available in Dubai and have low impact and  
                     bargaining power. IMPACT: Low

Bargaining power of buyers
Bargaining  power  of  buyers  is  the  ability  of  customers  to  influence  the  company’s 
decisions about prices, product, services and delivery methods. 

The high quality developments, branded products and company’s long established record, 
experience and trustworthiness are increasing the willingness of the end consumers to pay 
a premium price for the products offered. In addition to the later, UP sells directly to large 
number of buyers each representing a small fraction of the total sales rather than selling 
large volumes to fewer buyers which increases the buyers’ bargaining power. IMPACT: 
Low 
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Threat of new entrants
This relates to whether or not it is easy for new companies to come into the industry. 

The  product  differentiations  offered  by  existing  companies,  the  huge  capital 
requirements, the government policy in relation to licensing and regulations, the lack of 
available  good  contractors  are  barriers  to  new  entrants  and  make  the  industry  less 
accessible to new companies. IMPACT: Moderate  

Threat of substitutes
This refers to the availability or possibility of introduction of new substitute products that 
might change the industry. 

The  dynamics  and  nature  of  the  real  estate  market  in  Dubai  and  the  quality  and 
diversification  of  the  existing  developments  make  the  threat  of  introduction  of  a 
substitute product almost nil. IMPACT: Low  

Rivalry among competitors
This refers to the way in which the firms in an industry compete. They might for example 
compete on price, product quality, delivery methods, service offered. 
Porter says that rivalry among existing firms intensifies when one or more competitors 
feel under pressure from price cuts, increased advertising, product innovation, etc…or see 
an opportunity to make progress in the market place.13

The trends towards offering good quality products, the price warfare, the high supply and 
the increased advertising, the declining profit margins due to increased costs intensify the 
rivalry among competitors. IMPACT: High  

Summary
Following the above analysis, the rivalry among existing competitors is high due to the 
increased level of sophistication and high expectations of end consumers, increased level 
of  supply  and  product  innovation.  The  threat  of  new  entrants  and  introduction  of 
substitute product are low, the bargaining power of buyer is low and the bargaining power 
of suppliers is low to moderate.  

13 “Competitive Strategy” by Michael E. Porter, 1980
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Competitors Analysis
UP is faced with two categories of competitors and these are Brand competitors  and 
Industry competitors. The focus of this study will be on the former. The main competitors 
in this category are: Dubai Properties, Omniyat and Sorouh.

Table 3.1: Competitors Analysis

General Information DP14 Omniyat15 Sorouh16-17-18

Website dubai-properties.ae omniyat.com sorouh.com

Mission Statement

. Consistently 
meeting customer 
commitments
. Making continuous 
improvement a way 
of life
. Providing a growth 
and success oriented 
environment for 
employees
. Maximizing 
shareholder value

. Realize high ROE

. Develop premium 
quality products, 
providing sustained 
value to end users
. Aligning investors and 
end users
. Be recognized as a 
leader of Innovation 
and Sustainability in 
the region
. Attract and retain the 
best professional talent 
from the region as well 
as mature, competitive 
markets
. Conduct all aspects of 
the business based on 
strong core values, 
striving for true “win-
win partnerships” with 
all shareholders, 
partners, customers, 
consultants and the 
community

. To adapt best practices 
in industry
. Maximize shareholder 
value
 . Add value to the 
stakeholders through a 
professional, innovative 
and environmentally 
friendly approach to 
global real estate 
development.

Purpose Built Around You Live the Future Life in Perfect Balance
Company’s physical 
location

Dubai Dubai Abu Dhabi

Owners/Chairman Hachim Al Dabal Mehdi Amjad Saeed Eid Al Ghafli
CEO Yaqoob Al Zarooni Mehdi Amjad Mounir Haidar

Product

14 Company’s brochures, newsletters, press releases, website
15 Company’s brochures, newsletters, press releases, website
16 Company’s brochures, newsletters, press releases, website
17 Calyon Credit Agricole Report, Dec 2007
18 HSBC Global Research Report, Sep 2007
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Major developments

. JBR

. Business Bay

. The Villa

. Culture Village

. Tijara Town

. Al Waha

. Mirdiff Gate

. Mudon

. One Business Bay

. The Square

. The Pad

. Octavian

. The Opus

. The Gemini

. The Binary

. Bayswater

. Shams Abu Dhabi

. Alghadeer

. Talal Tower

. Saraya

. Golf Gardens

. Khalidiya Village

. Al Oyoun Village

. Sas Alnakhl

Average selling price 

Each Property price 
depends on the type 
of project and is 
highly linked with its 
location. On average, 
DP units are priced 
HIGHER than UP’s. 

Each Property price 
depends on the type of 
project and is highly 
linked with its location. 
On average, Omniyat 
units are priced  
SLIGHTLY HIGHER 
than UP’s.

Each Property price 
depends on the type of 
project and is highly 
linked with its location. 
On average, Sorouh 
units are  priced 
HIGHER than UP’s

Similarity to UP’s 
product

Similar Similar Similar

Competitors’ Profiling

Their Strengths

. Strong government 
patronage
. Low development 
cost due to land 
grants 
. High advertising 
budgets 
. Low advertising 
costs due to 
government’s 
subsidies

. Subsidiaries of one of 
the region’s best IT 
service providers
. Projects perceived and 
positioned as 
Innovative

. Strong government 
patronage
. Low development cost 
due to land grants
. High advertising 
budgets 
. Low advertising costs 
due to government’s 
subsidies

Their Weaknesses

. Subjected to 
political influence
. Lack of experience 
and market 
knowledge
. High reliance on 
land sale

. Lack of experience 
and market knowledge
. Low accessibility to 
cheap finance options

. Subjected to political 
influence
. Lack of experience 
and market knowledge
. High reliance on land 
sale

Their Strategic 
Objectives

Market share goals
Rule a niche in the 
market place. 

Market share goals

Competitive Scope Regional Regional Abu Dhabi

Strategic Intent
Become one of the 
top companies in the 
region

Maintain its position as 
leader in the innovative 
niche

Become one of the top 
companies in Abu 
Dhabi

Market Share Goal Expansion Expansion Expansion

Competitive Position N/A N/A
Improve capabilities to 
gain strength
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Strategic Posture Offensive Cautious Risk Taking

Competitive Strategy
. Broad 
differentiation
. Product Attributes

. Focused 
differentiation
. Product Attributes

. Broad differentiation

Key Success Factor Analysis
The KSF model ranks a firm against its competitors based on two parameters of a set of 
variables called key success factors. The parameters are the importance of the KSF and 
the firm’s strength on each KSF relative to the other competitors being considered.19 
Price,  Quality,  Credibility,  Delivery,  Brand  awareness,  Visibility,  Location,  Facilities, 
Architecture, Finance, Gov. support are the KSF that will be considered for this study. 

 Table 3.2: KSF Analysis

KSF W UP DP Omniyat Sorouh
Quality 12 10 120 8 96 8 96 8 96
Credibility 12 10 120 10 120 10 120 10 120
Delivery 12 10 120 10 120 10 120 10 120
Brand Awareness 9 4 36 8 72 6 54 7 63
Location 9 6 54 8 72 8 72 8 72
Gov. Support 9 3 27 8 72 2 18 8 72
Facilities 8 7 56 7 56 7 56 7 56
Architecture 8 6 48 7 56 7 56 6 48
Av. Of Finance 8 7 56 7 56 5 40 7 56
Price 8 7 56 6 48 5 40 5 40
Visibility 5 1 5 5 25 3 15 3 15
Total 100 698 793 687 758

Summary
Following the above analysis,  it  is  obvious that  UP’s  weakest  elements  are  its brand 
awareness, the share of voice or visibility of its brands, the location of its projects and the 
architecture of its products. Quality, credibility and the timely delivery of the projects 
remain UP’s strongest competitive edge in the market place. 

19 “Predicting Relative Competitive Position of an Organization” by Donald R. Self, Elizabeth J. Weiner, 
Kevin w. Dunlop, 1997
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Review of Competitors’ Marketing Mix
The  competitors’ use  of  the  extended  marketing  mix  and  its  impact  on  UP can  be 
summarized as the following:

Table 3.3: Competitors’ Marketing Mix

Extended 
Marketing Mix

DP20 Omniyat21 Sorouh22

Description Impact Description Impact Description Impact
Product

Nature

. Residential

. Commercial

. Retail

. Land

Medium
. Commercial
. Residential
. Retail

Medium

. 
Commercial
. Residential
. Retail
. Land

Low

Quality Good Quality Medium Good Quality Medium
Good 

Quality
Medium

Location Very Good High Very Good High Very  Good High
Facilities Good Low Good Low Good Low
Price Expensive Low Expensive Low Expensive Low
Place (Distribution 
Channels)

. Direct
. Agents

Low
. Direct
. Agents

Low
. Direct
. Agents

Low

Promotion 
(Communication)

Advertising
Extensively 

used
High

Averagely 
used

Medium
Averagely 

used
Low

Sales Promotion Not used Low
Averagely 

used
Medium Not used Low

Direct Marketing
Extensively 

used
Medium

Extensively 
used

Medium Average Medium

Public  Relations
Extensively 

used
High Average Medium

Extensively 
used

High

Personal Selling Average Low Average Low Average Low

People
Highly 

qualified
High Qualified Low

Highly 
qualified

High

Process Excellent Medium Average Low Average Low
Physical Evidence Excellent Low Excellent Low Excellent Low

Summary
The location of the competitors’ developments, the extent of communications used and 
the human capital have high impact on Union Properties operations and market share. 

20 Company’s website, Media monitoring agency reports “Media Watch”, Industry reports (Future Brands 
08)
21 Company’s website, Media monitoring agency reports “Media Watch”, Industry reports (Future Brands 
08)
22 Company’s website, Media monitoring agency reports “Media Watch”, Industry reports (Future Brands 
08)
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The quality and nature of developments offered are also important factors that should not 
be overlooked. 

SWOT Analysis
SWOT  is  a  strategic  planning  method  used  to  evaluate  the  strengths,  weaknesses, 
opportunities and threats surrounding a company. SWOT analysis is an important tool for 
auditing the overall strategic position of a business and its environment. 

18

Strengths
. Considered a semi-governmental company 
. Support of a major bank in UAE
. Healthy balance sheet
. Experienced management
. Impressive track record with over 20 years 
of experience
. High credibility and respect in the market 
place
. Loyal and dedicated work force
. Innovative and quality driven projects
. Partnership with international business 
icons
. Strong brands

Weaknesses
. Lack of planning
. Lack of internal communication
. Lack of brand awareness 
. Limited marketing budget
. Absence of new projects announcement
. Increase in bureaucracy
. Weak processes and systems
. Rapid cultural change
. Lack of succession planning for key 
positions

Opportunities
. Increased demand for quality developments
. Investment opportunity beyond the borders 
of Dubai
. Government support and vision
. Increased tourists’ influx  
. Negative PR surrounding main competitors 
(corruption, delayed delivery, lack of quality, 
etc…)
. Diminished trust in the local and 
international stock markets
. Increased availability of mortgage providers 
 

Threats
. Sudden change in government legislation
. Market driven by sentiment
. The release of various reports predicting an 
oversupply of units resulting in a decrease in 
units’ price
. A sharp increase in the cost of living
. Politically unstable neighbouring countries
. Increased competition especially from 
companies supported by the government



Summary
The image, experience and reputation of Union Properties in the local market will play a 
major role in the continuous success of the company. However, UP should be alert to the 
threats involved especially the increase in competition and the markets’ trend towards 
qualitative products which currently is UP’s strongest USP. 

Many opportunities are available for the company to take advantage of especially the 
booming neighbouring emirates and countries. 
The weaknesses should not be overlooked nor marginalized especially that the solutions 
needed to overtake them are not costly and only require a considerate management. 
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COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE
Competitive  advantage  is  the  ability  of  an  organization  to  acquire  and retain  unique 
resources or to develop and use competencies that other companies could only develop at  
high cost or over a long time. These resources and competencies enable the company to 
compete at lower cost, or to meet critical success factors more easily23. 

Professor Michael Porter, in his Competitive Strategy, proposed three broad alternatives: 
The business should focus on being the product differentiator, the low cost leader or the 
nicher. He warned firms that if they tried to be good in all three ways, but not superior in  
any way, they would lose out to firms that would be superior in one way. 

Firms normally don’t have enough resources to be good in all ways. In addition, each 
positioning strategy calls for a different organizational culture and management system24. 
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1. Cost Leadership

In cost leadership, a firm sets out to become the low cost producer in its industry. If a 
firm can achieve and sustain overall cost leadership, then it will be an above average 
performer in its industry, provided it can command prices at or near the industry average.

23  University of Cambridge
24  “Kotler on Marketing” by Philip Kotler, 1999, Ch. 4
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2. Differentiation

In  a  differentiation  strategy,  a  firm  seeks  to  be  unique  in  its  industry  along  some 
dimensions that are widely valued by buyers. It selects one or more attributes that many 
buyers in an industry perceive as important and uniquely positions itself to meet those 
needs

3. Focus

The generic strategy of focus rests on the choice of a narrow competitive scope within an 
industry. Companies adopting a focus strategy select a segment or group of segments in 
the industry and tailor their strategy to serving them. The focus strategy has two variants: 

a- Cost focus marked by the company seeking a cost advantage in its target segment  

b- Differentiation focus where the company seeks differentiation in its target segment. 

Union  Properties  follows  a  differentiation  strategy.  Union  Properties  is  behind  very 
unique,  innovative  and  quality  driven  projects  with  unsurpassed  attention  to  detail. 
Developments  such  as  the  MotorCity,  Green  Community  and  Index  already  enjoy 
international reputation as much as the respect and admiration of the local community.

Table 3.4: Comparison of strategy and practice

Sources of 
Competitive 
Advantage

UP DP Omniyat Sorouh

Cost A A A A
Differentiation S A S A
Innovation S A S A
Growth W S A W
Alliance W S S A
Delivery S A A A
Quality S S S A
Awareness W S A S
W:  Weak Competitive Advantage 
A :  Average Competitive Advantage
S  :   Strong Competitive Advantage

Union  Properties’  major  threat  and  weakness  remain  the  lack  of  release  of  new 
developments, strong alliances in the region and continued brand awareness. 
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UP Marketing Strategy 2009-2010
UP’s generic marketing strategy for 2009-2010 is a continuation of its existing strategy 
which is the focus on differentiated products each targeted to specific segments. 

Intended Marketing Strategy 2009-2010
- The release of innovative developments
- Increase the brand awareness (corporate and product levels)
- Establish a centre for marketing intelligence
- Build on the excellent reputation and credibility as a trusted developer
-  Enhance  the  loyalty  of  the  existing  owners/tenants  to  the  UP brand through better 
customer service
- Sustain the competitive advantage UP has achieved over 20 years of market knowledge, 
  unsurpassed quality of product, attention to detail and strong brand names.
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MARKETING OPTIONS ANALYSIS

Igor Ansoff devised a strategic marketing tool to consider ways to grow the business via 
existing and/or new products, in existing and/or new markets. The matrix consists of four 
strategies. Markets in which the product or the service is offered or rendered as well as 
the products and services that are offered could be “Old” (where the company currently 
operates) or “New” (where the company plans to expand or diversify) depending on the 
corporate  strategy  adopted.  Corporate  strategy  could  be  to  “Penetrate”  old  markets, 
“Diversify” through introducing new products within the old market, or “Expand” with 
the old product into new markets.25

 
                        Ansoff’s Growth Matrix

UP’s Current Growth Strategy
Union  Properties’ corporate  strategy  is  based  on  the  Ansoff  Matrix.  The  company’s 
current growth strategy is Product Development. 

Product Development: This is often a part of the natural growth of organizations. This 
strategy is followed by UP to be a product innovator and to maintain its market share. 

New Growth Strategy
Most big companies today adopt multiple strategies for growth at the same time, in an 
integrated manner in order to achieve their strategic objectives. 
To ensure growth and prosperity in today’s competitive business environment, UP must 
follow suit and venture into the sale of existing products in new international/regional 
markets  thus  adopting  a  Market  Development  strategy  along  with  a  Product 
Development.

25 “Strategies for diversification” by H. Igor Ansoff, Harvard Business Review (1957)
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Market  Development: Entails  the  exploration  of  new  segments  of  the  market  (low 
income bracket segment) and/or new venturing into new geographical areas alien to the 
company (Regional as well as international).
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Risk Analysis & Evaluation

STRATEGIC OPTION BARRIERS TO SUCCESS DEGREE & TYPE OF RISK EVALUATION

1

Market Penetration
Gaining  competitors’ 
customers with better offers, 
increase  current  levels  of 
awareness, etc.

New  &  updated  databases 
(existing markets)

Competitors may offer better 
deals to their own customers 
(External)

Lack  of  Data  base 
management  software  or 
CRM culture (Internal)

High degree  of risk as customers 
of  competitors  may  not  like  to 
change loyalties

Non-availability  of  currently 
updated  databases

Not  a  good  option  due  to  risks 
involved

2

Market Development
Develop  existing  brands  in 
the  region  and/or 
neighbouring  emirates 
through strategic alliances

No offices or representatives 
outside Dubai (Internal) &
High  costs  involved  in 
acquiring lands, etc…

Political instability in the region
Lack  of  understanding  of 
legislation
Influence of local governments 

Good  option  as  this  provides  a 
chance to capture a bigger market 
share and position the company as 
an international player

3
Product Development
Developing new products in 
Dubai

Increased fear of over supply 
and the high cost involved in 
acquiring lands (External)

Low  Risk  due  to  market 
knowledge,  credibility  and 
reputation

Good option as Dubai is booming 
and  there  is  still  room  for  good 
products

4
Diversification
Launch new products in new 
markets

Limited Resources (Internal), 
lack  of  international 
partnerships (External)

High  Risk  as  all  parameters  are 
foreign and unknown

Not a good option due to the risk 
involved

5
Combination of  2 & 3
As outlined above

Cost, Increased competitions, 
lack of awareness (External)

Relative low Risk

Excellent  option  as  profits  will 
outweigh implementation costs. 
A  strategic  communication 
strategy can promote the brand and 
attract  new  clients  in  new 
markets/segments
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Recommended Marketing Mix for UP

 

26

Marketing Mix 09/10 Tactics

Product

- Launching new products in existing market
- Launching existing products in new market 

through strategic partnerships
- Launching new brand (3* brand) targeting the 

low income bracket

Price

- Price equal / slightly lower than the ongoing 
market rate for the high end segment

- Price lower than ongoing market rate for the 
C segment

- Stretched and flexible payment terms

Place

- Buying land in strategic locations for future 
development

- Build a land bank for future developments
- Work closely with real estate agents to push 

for the sale of available stock

Promotion

- Focus on advertising mediums to increase the 
awareness of the brand i.e. TV, Sponsorships, 
outdoor

- Focus on DM and build a solid data base
- Use PR to support advertising and change the 

misperceptions around the brand 
- Launch an electronic newsletter targeted to 

the stakeholders that would also help to build 
a data base



Implementation and Change Management

Implementation
Implementation means identifying the areas in the business that would be affected by the 
realization of the marketing strategy and deciding on the resources and timescales that 
will see change take place.26 

Implementation for UP’s marketing strategies would involve multiple departments such 
as  Marketing,  Property  Management,  Business  Development  and  Finance,  etc…The 
creation of a committee that would be in-charge of realizing the plan is recommended. 

Change Management
Change Management is the process and tools for managing the people side of change.27

UP’s  management  should  be  more  considerate  to  preserving  and  safeguarding  the 
company’s  culture.  The  need  and  importance  of  communication  on  all  levels  was 
highlighted previously (inter-department and top to bottom)

Resistance
Finance  department  may  argue  that  the  simultaneous  implementation  of  tasks  would 
incur large expenses and that the increase in budget is not justified.

Overcoming Resistance
. Present an action plan with clear set of objectives.
. Establish a set of KPIs that would help evaluate performance and track progress and 
growth.

Key Tasks
.  Investigate  new  potential  markets  to  launch  existing  brands,  establish  regional 
partnerships
. Announce new projects in the existing market
. Increase our existing network of international sales agents
. Increase the awareness of UP brand in the local and regional market
. Improve UP’s levels of customer service 

Accountability
. Core management team
. Marketing team 
. Business development team
. Property management team

Implementation and Time schedule
.  Investigate  new potential  markets  to  launch existing brands,  establish  regional 
partnerships

26 www.dobney.com
27 www.change-management.com
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(Core management team/Business development team/Marketing team; Through existing 
contacts,  referrals,  BOD’s  contacts,  networking.  TS:  to  start  as  soon as  possible  and 
continue for the next 12 months.)

. Announce new projects in the existing market
(Core management team/Business development team/Planning team; TS: to start as soon 
as possible and continue for the next 12 months)

 . Increase our existing network of international sales agents
(Property management team; TS: to start beginning Jan 09 till June 09)

. Increase the awareness of UP brand in the local and regional market
(Marketing team; through advertising and sponsorships; TS: to start beginning Jan 09 till 
Dec 10)

. Improve UP’s levels of customer service 
(Property management team; TS: to start as soon as possible till June 09)

Monitoring and Evaluation
A committee to be created in order to monitor and evaluate the progress of the plan. 
Weekly  meetings  with  staff  involved  to  discuss  the  progress  of  the  execution  and 
eliminate  any  difficulties  in  the  implementation.  Quarterly  reports  to  the  head  of 
committee to evaluate the effectiveness and progress of task implementations. Establish a 
set of KPIs to evaluate performance and benchmark against industry and competition.
 

Event, exhibition and sponsorship plan 2009-2010
Please refer to Appendix A

Action Plan 2009-2010
Please refer to Appendix B

Budget Analysis 2009-2010
Please refer to Appendix C

Budget for year ended Dec 31, 2009 
Please refer to Appendix D
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CONCLUSION

As a result  of the research and study conducted herein,  a combination of strategy for 
growth is recommended for UP as follows:
. Announce and start the development of new projects in Dubai within the coming two 
years.
. Establish strategic partnerships in the region and investigate new potential markets for 
growth.
. Increase the awareness of UP brand in the local and regional market within the coming 
12 month.
. Improve UP’s customer service platform within the next six to eight months.
. Increase UP’s network of international sales agents with the next six to eight months.

The  proposed  strategic  marketing  plan  would  help  UP  thrive  and  prosper  in  an 
overgrowing competitive market taking full advantage of the existing market conditions 
which would add on to the existing success and reputation UP is currently enjoying.
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Appendix A

Event, exhibition and sponsorship plan 2009-2010
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Appendix B

Action Plan 2009-2010
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Appendix C

Budget Analysis 2009-2010
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Appendix D

Budget for year ended Dec 31, 2009
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